April's Sampler of the Month . . .

. . . is "Miss Lila's House" from Kathy/Carriage House Samplings , and my model is finished! I will miss working on it. Every moment I
spent with this sampler was most pleasurable, and finishing it left me with the same feeling I've had when I've come to the end of a very
good book ~ sorry to see it end. The Belle Soie silks just glow on the Lakeside Sienna Night linen, and I love how the subtle color
changes on the sidewalk, in the roof, in the trees, in the leaves, and in the red pot give such life to the sampler. Stitching with these
beautiful overdyed silks makes me feel like I'm painting with thread. The beautiful hand-grained frame from Priscilla's Pocket adds
the perfect finishing touch to the piece.

On the chart it's shown on 32c Black Belfast as well as a 40c hand-dyed with Needlepoint, Inc. silk

Only a few more days remain in April and the opportunity for you to save 15% on the purchase of two of the following: chart ($9) ~ NPI
silk ($44) ~ Belle Soie silk ($49.50) ~ and the beautiful custom frame ($84 for the 40c size).

Special Attic Event

On Monday, June 2nd,

The Attic will

be privileged to host an all-day workshop with Jane Timmers of Fancy Work. You have seen her designs for years, beautiful
needlework smalls and accessory pieces, lovely Christmas ornaments, and many fabulous finishes for a number of Whitman's very
collectible tins. This time she's designed a needlebook, biscornu, and several other pieces to go in the very adorable tin that features
beautiful quilt fabrics from the Madeira line by Blackbird Designs . The workshop will be held in the shop beginning at 9 a.m. through 4
p.m., with an hour for lunch. The workshop fee of $130 includes everything: chart, linen (a stitcher's eighth of 32c Lakeside Linens
Vintage Light Examplar), Gloriana silk threads and ribbons, all finishing fabrics and materials, and lunch. We will prestitch the
needlebook and biscornu, and during the workshop we will line the tin and finish the needlebook. There will likely not be time to finish
the biscornu, something many have already accomplished on their own. The linen, silk, and charts are here so the prestitching may begin!
A 50% deposit is required at the time the prestitching materials are issued; the balance is due on or before the day of the workshop.
To see several other views of this project, go to http://fancyworkbyjane.blogspot.com/ ~ or to http://fancywork.net/ to see Jane's
other designs.

New in the Shop or on Its Way . . .

From Jeannette Douglas Designs , "My Stitching Treasures Accessories" ($30 w/buttons) is finally published! We saw these at
Nashville over a year ago in the design stage, and now they are on their way to us ~ the perfect accompaniment for one of the most
popular class projects ever, "My Stitching Treasures" ($56 w/thread pack), a most exquisite box to hold your very special needlework
treasures.

Here are photos of Rhonda's and Robin's lovely needlework that they finished in a previous class.

The design lends itself beautifully to personalization ~ students chose charms that had meaning for them
and changed some of the motifs to make it their own. Watch for another class scheduled soon for this

exquisite box.
Also from Jeannette Douglas Designs , "Silver Needle Stitches" ($15 + $46 for embellishment pack) ~ "Pomegranate and Pear Stitches"
($15 + $44 for embellishment pack) ~ and "A Needle and Thread Sampler" ($15) with its lovely bands surrounding a lovely verse: "A
needle pulling thread Has not changed from old As mindful of our stitches A sampler does unfold."

Two new scissors, each $24: the Leaping Dolphin scissors on the left is also available in multi-colored
metallic, and the Primrose scissors comes in both gold or silver finish. These arrived on Saturday ~ with
Linda's permission I borrowed her photos, but I will try to remember to scan them for you so that you can
see the other finishes offered, both very lovely. I learned much from Linda about the primrose that I
didn't know. It is not of the rose family at all but the first flower of the year, a symbol of spring and
especially Easter, and it has a long medicinal history and is a symbol of new love, early youth, and a pleasant road through
life (primrose path). How much more pleasant is our journey with LOTS of scissors!

New from Jackye of A Mon Ami Pierre, "Trousse A Tri Fils," ($28) a lovely needlework accessory that includes three wooden heartshaped thread keeps. Stitch this in multicolors or monochromatically ~ either colorway shows off beautifully the cat thread keeps
incorporated throughout the design. What a very clever design for all of the cat lovers who stitch!

Also in our latest shipment from AMAP in France:
"Octagonal Quaker" ($17) that can also be stitched in a heart shape

"Elena Sampler" ($21) ~ "Cally AMAP 2" ($14) ~ "Cally AMAP 1" ($18)

"Fees de Noel" ($21) ~ "Le Grand Cerf" ($13), which Sheila translated for us the other night to read "At night . . . in the woods,
the big deer."

"Quaker Style AMAP" ($27) ~ this chartpack includes diagrams for not only the pochette de brodeuse (pocket of embroidery)
but also the two framed samplers shown

"Nine Red 1 et Nine Red 2" ($30) includes all 18 of the motifs pictured on the two "cushions" (pillows) ~ several would be perfect
for a biscornu!

"Alphabet Imperial" ($33) is most aptly titled ~ these beautiful letters are 114 stitches high, with the width varying depending
on the letter chosen ~ and the two petite hearts are also included. "Lettres Fleuries" ($22) also includes the border shown that
surrounds the two letters.

"Alp[habet de Roses d'AMAP" ($29) features an exquisite alphabet with roses ~ what a perfect Mother's Day gift for someone
special, their initial embroidered on a sachet, pin cushion, or petite pillow!

"ABC Christmas" ($14), shown stitched in red and green or monochromatically , has "2008" in the chart so that you can stitch it

for this year!

Just in from Shepherd's Bush , and just in time for Mother's Day, "My Mom's Garden" ($28), a quick stitch on 32c Zweigart Autumn
Blush with lovely silks (Au Ver A'Soie, Belle Soie, and Gloriana), finishes to a 4 x 6 size ~ and "Dear Mother" ($12) on 10c Platinum Tulla
is THE perfect project to help your granddaughter stitch in time for her Mother's Day gift-giving.

"Quaker Heart" ($28) with its sweet sentiment, "My heart runneth over" on 32c hand-dyed fabric with silks would also make a lovely
gift, for a mother, a grandmother, a daughter, or a friend ~ and "Green Snowman" ($28) is also aptly titled, stitched on a brilliant green
30c hand-dyed linen (Weeks' Guacamole) .

Not new but certainly a classic design from the ladies of the Bush, "Shepherd's Purse" ($26), stitched on 28c Cashel linen with A Ver
A'Soie and Thread Gatherer silks ~ this has been in my to-do basket for way too long, but still one that I love and intend to stitch . . .
soon!

Lizzie Kate 's latest Snippet, "Housework Never Killed Anyone" ($4), receives the award for last week's MOST popular chart ~ its
message speaks volumes, very cleverly. Also in the shipment was another Shippet, "USA Squared" ($4) ~ and a colorful punch-needle
project, "Autumn Cottage" ($14) . . . and . . .

. . . the last two Double Flips" in this VERY popular series, "Encourage/Laugh" and "Create/Live," each $8. In the shipment as well was
the next design in her Sweet Tooth Series, a Boxer Jr., "Pie" ($12 with fabric and buttons). We are also showing you something that's
been in the shop since the Nashville market, a limited-edition kit, "My Country," ($15, including fabric, a Liberty Bell charm, and nine
buttons).

From one of our favorites, Sandra Sullivan/Homespun Elegance: "Virtue Samplers" ($13) includes three designs, inspired by "Be Ye
Kind & True," originally published in 1991 in Better Homes and Gardens Cross Stitch magazine but never released. A timeless design for
sure, now available with two other equally charming and classic designs, both beautiful in their monochromatic/overdyed silk look , , , abd
,,,

. . . "Bird & Blossoms," ($8) second in the Colonial Inspirations Series.

And last, but definitely not least, one of the most adorable of this style to come through our door, something Judy Odell has named
"Tuffet" ($8) in her Attic Collection Series. It cooordinates beautifully with Judy's Accessory Book ($14.50) in this same series. There
are four views of this accessory as it unfolds, as well as both the inside and the outside. Also available for this design are separate
finishing instructions ($14.50). The chartpack shows several different colorways as well.

This morning's edition has gotten overly large again! I will have to save photos of the beautiful finished and in-progress "Waterfield
Band" samplers for another edition. But one more photo, this one of a just-framed piece that I only wish you could see in person, "The

Fishing Lady," an original design from The Scarlet Letter . Sandy picked the most perfect frame to finish this exquisite piece of
needlework from the needle of Alice Nelson. You are seeing this even before Alice, who just moved to New Mexico. We will certainly
miss her but hope that we can continue to provide framing services for her stunningly executed needlework, always an inspiration to all of
us who see it.

More later this week ~ we have so much to show you, new things arriving each day from the online needlework show, some fabulous
things!
Happy Monday!

Jean Lea

Attic Needlework & Collectibles
106 East McKellips Road, Suite 111
Mesa, Arizona 85201

